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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a square complex matrix with positive definite Hermitian part H(A) =- 
(A + A")/2,  and let f(A), g(A) be two fimctions defined by 
f (A ) -~H(A- ' )  1, g(A)=-A lair. 
This paper derives new perturbation bounds for f(A). and studies the distribution and 
perturbation of the eigenvalues of f(A) and g(A). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g'"×" be the set of complex n × n matrices. The Hermitian and 
skew-Hermitian part of A ~ ~"  ×'' are deilned by 
A + A H A - A"  
H(A)  - 2 and S(A)  =- 9.2 ( l .1)  
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where A H denotes the conjugate transpose of A. The matrices with positive 
definite Hermitian part have been investigated by many authors (see [1, 2, 4, 
5, 10] and the references contained therein). For simplicity, we use the 
symbol ~"×"+ to denote the set of complex n × n matrices with positive 
definite Hermitian part. 
Let 
and 
f (  a)  - H( A 1) -1 (I.2) 
g(A)  - A 1AH, (1.3) 
where A ~ ~2x,,. It is known that f (A )  and g(A) are important matrix 
functions related to the matrices in ~x  ,,. Some very interesting properties of 
f (A )  and g(A), such as the distribution of the eigenvalues of g(A) and 
f(A),  relations between f (A)  and H(A), and perturbation bounds for f(A),  
can be found in [1, 4, 5, 10]. 
Recently, Mathias [5] derived a variety of inequalities for matrices in 
nXn ~'+ . In particular, [5, Lemma 2.4] presents a perturbation result of f(A): 
n X n ~ n x n Let A = H + S ~ ~+ , and let E ~ be such that 
Then 
I IIH-111211El[2 < =i. (1.4) 
IIf( A + E) - f (A )  112 < 6K.(A)IIEII2 ~ ~. (A ,  E), (1.5) 
where [[ 112 denotes the spectral norm, and 
K.(A)  IIN(A-1)-'[1211H(A) '112. (1,6) 
The author of [5] has pointed out that if we restrict A and E to be 
Hermitian, then we have f (A  + E) -- A + E, f (A)  = A, and 
But by (1.5) 
IIf( A + E) - f (A )  112 = IIEII2. (1.7) 
[[f(A + E) - f (A ) [ [2  ~< 6HAll,21IA-'ll21IEI]2. (1.s) 
Obviously, (1.8) is much weaker than (1.7) when [1A]121] A -1][~ >> 1. 
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The following fact has also been pointed out in [5]: A simpler approach to 
bounding IIf(A + E) - f (A ) l l2  is to bound IIA -1 - (A + E)-~lh,  then use 
the fact that f (A)-1 = (A 1 + A- " ) /2 .  However, this gives an inequality 
of the form (1.5), but with KH(A) replaced by KnZ(A) [5, p. 646]. 
Consequently, there is a problem: How to derive a sharper perturbation 
bound for the matrix function f (  A)? This paper will give a solution to the 
problem by a simple approach in Section 2. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we study the distribution and perturbation of the 
eigenvalues of f (A)  and g(A), respectively. An interesting fact is that one 
can derive perturbation bounds for the eigenvalues of g(A) by applying 
perturbation theorems for the definite generalized eigenvalue problem [7-9]. 
The symbol A(A) will be used to denote the set of the eigenvalues of 
A ~ ~'"×". For a Hermitian matrix H, hm,x(H) and Amin(H) denote the 
largest and smallest eigenvalues of H, respectively. Moreover, for Hermitian 
matrices H l and H, 2, the expression H I > H 2 (H~ >~ H 2) means that the 
matrix H I - H2 is positive definite (semidefinite). 
2. PERTURBATION BOUNDS FOR f (A )  
Let A = H + S ~nx"+ , where H =H(A) ,  S = S(A). By the defini- 
tions (1.1) and (1.2), the matrix functions f (A )  has the expressions 
f (A )  = AUH-'A (2.1) 
and [4, 5] 
f (A )  = H + SHH-IS. (2.2) 
Let ?~ = A + E ~ £F2 x', andlet /4 = H(?~), g = S(/~), F = H(E), and 
G = S(E). We first use the expression (2.1) to derive a perturbation hound 
for f(A). 
By (2.1) 
f (  f,) - f (  A) = AHtl aA -- AUH-*A 
= (2 t -A)HH ~A-AHI4 -1( I4 -  H)H- 'A  
+ A" I7 - ' (  X - n ) .  (2..3) 
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Substituting the relation 
/4-H 2 + 
into (2.3), we get 
f (  A) - f (  A) = (I - ½iHIYI-~)( A -- A)nH-~A 
+ in l J I - l (A  - A ) ( I  - ½H-IA). 
Observe that 
I -- ½H- lA  = ½(I  - H-IS) = ½H-I(H - S )  = ½(AH-1)  H 
and similarly 
Hence, from (2.4)-(2.6), 
i "H  " I I " " -  I 





f (  A) - f (  A) = ½(AI4-1)EHH-1A + ½(I4-1A)HE( AH-1) n. (2.7) 
Taking a consistent norm, from (2.7) we derive the following 
nXr t  THEOREM 2.1. Let A, A A + E ~ ~+ . Then for any consistent 
norm II II 
[If(~f) -f(A)[[ < ½([[H-~AI[ 112~/4-~[[ + [IAH-I[IIIISI-1A[[)IIE[[. (2.8) 
We now use the expression (2.2) to derive another perturbation bound for 
f (A) .  
By (2.2) 
f (A )  - f (A )  = (I4 + SHtl 'S) - (H  + SHH 1S) 
= I4 - H + (S -  S)~H-1S 
- SnI1 I ( I4 -H)H-1S  + sHI4-1(S--  S). (2.9) 
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Substituting /~-  H = F, S -S  = G into (2.9) and taking a consistent 
norm, we derive the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A, A = A + E ~ ~,~x,,. Then for any consistent 
norm II II 
IIf(AT) - f (A) l l  ~< (~ + lIH-~Sl111IT-~gll)lIFll 
+(IIH-~Sll + II/q ~gll)llGII, (a.10) 
where F = H(E), G = S(E). 
REMARK 2.3. Numerical tests by the author show that the new perturba- 
tion bounds (2.8) and (2.10) of f (A )  are sharper than the bound (1.5). In 
particular, if we restrict A and A + E to be Hermitian, then by (2.8) and 
(2.10) 
IIf( A + E) - f (A )  II ~ IIKII = IIFIh 
where F = H(E). This coincides with (1.7). 
REMARK 2.4. In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 there is an assumption that 
A, A ~ ~×" .  Note that if we only use the expressions (2.1) and (2.2) for 
f (A )  as our starting point [don't start form the definition (1.2)], then the 
assumption is not necessary. In fact, the inequalities (2.8) and (2.10) hold, 
provided the Hermitian parts of A and A are nonsingular (in such a ease A 
and/or  A may be singular). 
tl X n ~TI X 11 REMARK ~.5. Observe that i f  a ~ ~+ , E ~ , and I IW~lb l l F Ih  
7l X rl < 1, where H =H(A)  and F=H(E)  then z~ A +E ~+ . Hence, 
for the inequalities (2.8) and (2.10) to be valid we can assume that A ~ ~'~× '~ 
and E ~ ~,,×n satisfy IIH-~II211FIla < 1. Note that this condition is weaker 
than (1.4), because 
IIFI[2 = max ]xnFxl<<. max IxnEx l~ max IlEx[12 =IIEII2. 
Ilxl12-1 Ilxl12 = 1 II~lh- 1 
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Let {1 1{ be a consistent norm satisfying IJll{ = 1, where I denotes the 
identity matrix, and let F = H(E) satisfy Itn-all IIFll < 1. Then combining 
(2.8) and (2.10) with 
}{AH-II{(I + {(A-II} }(Eli) 
1 - {IH-11{ {{FI{ 
and 
{l~-'ai{(1 + {{a-'{{ {{Ell) 
1 - IIH-aIIIIFII 
{{H-~SI{-4-{{H-I{{ {{G{{ 
1 - {IH-'IIHEI{ 
we derive the following corollaries. 
CO~aOLLARY 2.6. Let A~ ~ --+~"x" and E ~ ~.  x . satisfy }}H-Ill I} FI} < 1, 
gMn where F = H(E). Then A = A + E ~ ~+ , and for any consistent norm 
II I{ satisfying IIIJ[ = I we have 
I IH-'Ali II aH-~l l (1  + IIA-'{I II~l{) 
}}f( X) - f( a)[{ < i - {{H-'{{{}F{{ }I~{I. (2.II) 
COROLLARY 2,7. Let A, E, .4, and the norm 1[ I( be as in Corollary 2.6. 
Then 
IIH-ISII(IIH-ISII + [[H-~[[ [[Cl[) )}IFII 
{}f(A) - f (A )}{  ~< 1 + 
1 - {IH-tl l  IIFll 
{In-lsII + liB-ill IIGII) 
+ Ila-~sJJ + i ~- i [ -H -~ Ilgt{, (2.12) 
where F = H(E), G = S(E). 
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Furthermore, if IIEII << 1 for any consistent norm II II satisfying IIIII = 1, 
then from (2.11) and (2.12) we get the first-order perturbation bounds for 
f(A): 
Hf(z() - f (A )H  < IIH-~AII IIAH-~IIIIEII + O(IIEII2), IIEII--, o, 
(2.13) 
[If(A) - f (A ) ] [  ~< (1 + IIH-~SII2)IIFII-4- 2[[H-'Sll IIGII-4- O(IIEII2), 
IIEII ~ o. (2.14) 
3. ON THE EIGENVALUES OF f (A )  
We first prove the following result about relations between f (A)  and 
H(A). 
THEOREM 3.1. 
S(A), and let 
Let A = H + S ~ ~"xn where H = H( A) and S = + 
p = max{Ivjl : v j~ A(H- 'S) ,  1 <~j <~ n}, 
a = min(Ivjl : v je  A(H-1S), 1 ~<j ~< n}. 
(3.1) 
Then 
(1 + ~5~2)H <,f( A) <~ (1 + p2)H, (3.2) 
and the factors 1 + 8 2 and 1 + p2 are best possible. 
Proof. By (2.1) 
qU - f (A )  = qH - ( I  + H-1S)HH( I  + H- 'S ) .  (3.3) 
Observe that for the Hermitian matrix pair H, iS, where H is positive 
definite and i = ~ 1, there is a nonsingular X ~ c~,,×,, such that 




A = diag() h . . . . .  An), M = diag(/x, . . . . .  /x,,) (3.5) 
with rn°sitive scalars Aj and real scalars /xj for j = 1, .. .  , n. Hence, substitut- 
ing (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3), we get 
qH - f (  A)  = X[qA - ( I  + iA  1M)HA( I + iA -1M)]X  n 
i txJ 2 
(3.6) 
min{q ~ ' :  qH >~f(A)}  = 1 + p 2 , 
where ~'  denotes the set of real numbers, and p is defined by (3.1). 
Consequently, f (A )  <~ (1 + p2)H, and the factor 1 + p2 is best possible. 
Similarly, we can derive (1 + 62)H ~f (A) .  • 
Note that the right-hand-side inequality of (3.2) has been proved in [4]. 
Here we present a very simple proof. 
The following lemma can be deduced by applying the min-max property 
of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix (see [3, p. 200, Problem 14]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A, B ~ ~,,x,,  be Hermitian matrices, and A >>- B. Let 
the eigenvalues of A and B be 
0~1 < ~ ... <~ Ot n , 
respectively. Then aj >~ ~j Vj. 
By Lemma 3.2 we can prove the following 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A, B ~ ~nx, ,  be positive definite Hermitian matrices, 
and let the eigenvalues of A, B, and AB be 
% <~ "'" <'< %,  fll <'< "'" <~ fin, Yi <~ "'" <~ Y,,, 
/31< "'" ~<fin, 
where i tz l /A1 . . . . .  il~n/A,, are the eigenvalues of H-1S. From (3.6) it 
follows that 
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respectively. Then 
max{ ¢1, aj, oq/3j} ~< Yj < min{/3 aj, a,, 13j} Vj. (3.7) 
REMARK 3.4. Let A, B, aj, /3j, and yj be as in Lemma 3.3. Sha [6] 
proved that 
2 + [32 
n ~ + t~ "< ~j < 2(~" ,~ ) vj. (3.8) 
Obviously, the estimates (3.7) are much better than those of (3.8). 
For A ~ c~2x" we let the singular values of A and S =- S(A)  be 
or I ~ "" ~< ~r and s I ~ "" ~<s,,, 
and let the eigenvalues o f f (A )  and H - H(A)  be 
051 ~< "" ~< ~b and v/l -K< "'" ~< ~/,,, 
respectively. Then by Lemmas 3.2-3.3 and the Weyl theorem on perturba- 
tion of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix (see [8, p. 203]), from the 
expressions (2.1)-(2.2) and Theorem 3.1 we get the following result, which 
expounds the distribution of the eigenvalues of f(A).  
COROLLARY 3.5. For j = 1 . . . . .  n, we have 
{ < ~bj < min °)2, 
T/,, "g]t, - j  + ] g/l "//n - j  + 1 
T~n "/71 
and 
(1 + ~2)~/j ~< 05j ~< (1 + p2)~/j, 
where p and 6 are defined by (3.1). 
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REMARK 3.6. Let A = A + E ~ f~2×", and let the eigenvalues of f (A)  
be ~1 ~< "'" ~< q~n. Moreover, let [1 [I be any unitarily invariant norm. Then 
by Mirsky's theorem (see [8, pp. 204-205]) and Theorems 2.1-2.2 we can get 
upper bounds of Ildiag(~x - ~b~ . . . . .  &n - 4,,)11 at once. 
4, ON THE EIGENVALUES OF g(A) 
Let A = H + S ~ ~f~×n. From (1.3) and (3.4)-(3.5) we get 
g( A) = x-H( I + iA-1M)- I (  I - iA-1M)X ". (4.1) 
The expression (4.1) shows that the eigenvalues % (1 ~<j ~ n) of g(A) are 
located on the unit circle of the complex plane (t~ais fact has been noted in 
[1, Theorem 2.1]). More exactly, -/j can be expressed by 
1 - itxj/Aj 
j = 1 . . . . .  n, (4.2) "YJ 1 + itzj/Aj' 
where )tj > 0 and/zj ~/~ Vj, and itxj/Zj (1 ~<j ~< n) are the eigenvalues of 
H-1S [see (3.4)-(3.5)]. This section studies perturbation of the eigenvalues of 
g(A). 
We first define the eigenangles of g(A) to associate with its eigenvalues 
7j (j = 1 . . . . .  n). Let ~' denote the complex plane, and let R c ~' be the 
ray emanating from the origin of ~ that lies on the negative real axis. 
Obviously, there is no eigenvalue of g(A) on R. Thereupon, for any 
eigenvalue ~ of g(A) we define the eigenangle Oj = 0(~) to be the angle 
between the ray R and the line from the origin to 7j, measured clockwise. 
Let S = iT. Then T is Hermitian. We now consider a definite general- 
ized eigenvalue problem [7]-[9] 
ATx = txHx, (4.3) 
where/x, A ~ J2, (/x, A) ¢ (0, 0), and x is a nonzero complex n-dimensional 
vector. It is known that a scalar pair (/x, zl) g: (0, 0) satisfying (4.3) can be 
used to express an eigenvalue of the problem (4.3), and the corresponding 
eigenvalue is /x/A. Consequently, from (3.4) and (3.5) the eigenvalues of the 
problem (4.3) can be expressed by 
( 41) . . . . .  ( 
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and without loss of generality we may assume that 
txt/A ~ ~< "" ~< i , , , /a,, .  
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(4.4) 
Note that the assumption (4.4) is equivalent to the fact that the eigenangles of 
~(A) are ordered so that 
0<0~ ... ~<0, <2rr ,  
where 0.1. = 0(T/) are the eigenangles of" g(A) associated with its eigenvalues 
T2 (j =1  . . . . .  n). 
= t l  x n Let A = H + S (z g~+× '~ be perturbed to 2~ / t  + S(z g;+ ,where 
FI=H(A) =H+F,  d=S(£)  =S+G.  
Let S = i/;, and let the eigenvalues of the definite generalized eigenvalue 
problem 
be expressed by 
~f~ = gf l~  (4.5) 
(~ ,  x,) ..... ( ~,,, x,,). 
Moreover, we assume that 
~/X]  ~< ... ~< ~,,/~,,.  (4.a) 
By the author's result [9, Theorem 2] on perturbation bounds for eigen- 
values of the definite generalized eigenvalue problem, we have the estimate 
= maxo((x"Sx, x"Hx), (x"i~, x%)) ,  
x¢O 
j = 1 . . . . .  ,,, (4.v) 
where p((/~, A), (/2, ,~)) denotes the chordal distance between ( #, A) # (0, O) 
and (/~, A) ~ (0, 0), which is defined by 
. ( (~ .  A),(~, x ) )= ~/I.I ~ + iAl~v,l~l ~ +lXl ~ 
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Observe that the eigenvalues of g(2~) are 
1 
51J- 1 + ifxj/A j ' j = 1 . . . . .  n, (4.8) 
where i[zj/Aj (1 < j  < n) are the eigenvalues of /~-lg. Hence, combining 
(4.8.) with (4.2), the distances between the corresponding eigenvalues of 
g(A) and g(A) are 
Xj - i r, j Aj - i , j  
Aj + i fxj Aj + i txj 
21 . j x j  - ;V  
( Aj + ifxj)( hj + ilxj) 
(4.9) 
The relation (4.9) is a key fact in that it is what allows one to reduce 
perturbation theory for the eigenvalues of g(A)  to perturbation theory for 
the definite generalized eigenvalue problem. 
Substituting (4.7) into (4.9), we get the following 
= = ,, x ,, I f  the eigenvalues THEOREM 4.1. Let A H + S, /( t7I + S ~ ~'+ . 
Tj and ~ of g(A)  and g(2~) are ordered so that the associated eigenangles Oj 
and Oj satisfy 
01< " ' "  <0 n and 6 ,< "'" <~0,,, 
where Oj = 0(7j) and Oj = O(q/j) Vj, then 
151j - T j l<2maxp( (xHSx ,  xHHx) , (xnSx ,  xHtlx)),  j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
x#=O 
(4.10) 
nXn For the matrix A =H + S ~g~+ ,define 
c(S,  H) = min ¢IxHSxl 2 + (xngx)  2 . 
Ilxl12= 1
(4A1) 
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rt X ~l Moreover, for the matrix A~ /~ + g+c~+ , let  F=/~-H,G = S S. 
It can be proved that 
miy, g (x"s~,~'m) , (~"& ~'%))  ~ max "m"  ~ 
II(G, f)ll=2 (4.12) c(s,u) 
and 
1 
II(G, F)II~ = ~-II(E, E")II~, e(S ,H)  = min Ix"Aal~e(A). 
II ~112 =1 
(4.~3) 
Combining (4.10) with (4.12) and (4.13), we get the fbllowing 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A = H + S, /=  I4 + S, 3+2, and ~j be as in 
Theorem 4.1, and let F = I4 - H, G = S - S. Then 
211(c, F)lt~ ~II(E, E')II~ 
I~ j -3 ' j l~  c (S ,H)  - c (A)  j= l  . . . . .  n, (4.14) 
where c (A)  is defined by (4.13). 
The estimate (4.14) shows that 1/c (A)  is the condition number of the 
eigenvalues of g(A).  Let S = iT in (4.11), then c( A) = c(S, H)  = c(T, H). 
It is knowa that the number c(T, H)  is very important for the definite 
generalized eigenvalue problem (4.:]) (refer to [7-9]). 
I a,a ~rateful to the refereef)r helpful comments and valuable sugge.s'tions. 
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